PREPARING GIRLS FOR A BRIGHTER FUTURE

OUR GLOBAL IMPACT IN FY15/16

8,634 girls participated
Across 14 countries

GIRLS ARE EMPOWERED TO LIVE THEIR DREAMS

Participants report:

90% feel more confident about their future success
80% have new tools to overcome obstacles to their success
87% feel more prepared to pursue their career goals
86% created achievable goals for their future

GIRLS ARE INSPIRED BY POSSIBILITIES

They said:

“I learned to be a better version of myself.” —US Participant

“Now I have so many resources to help me begin my life.” —US Participant

“I learned what possibilities are available to us women and got more inspired about the future.” —Japan Participant

Watch girls share their dreams for the future at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Et_qUX4qxE